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Guide to watching “13 Reasons Why” 
Season 2

Episode 2

- Tyler shows Alex pictures of himself in the hospital after his suicide attempt. You don’t see 
  the pictures, but as Alex is looking through them he says, “Why did I do this to myself?” 
- Hannah’s mom, Olivia, kept the dress she was wearing the day she found Hannah. It is 
  neatly folded in a drawer soaked in bloodstains.

Potential Triggers

Notice
- Tony is struggling with anger issues and is taking court-ordered boxing lessons. His instructor 
  notices he’s hitting especially forcefully one day and asks him if something’s wrong. 
- Skye knows that Clay is still struggling with Hannah’s death. It’s not good for their 
  relationship, but she’s not afraid to point out that he’s not okay. 

Invite
+ Clay’s mom is doing a great job of reaching out consistently even though Clay is not 
   interested in talking about his emotions or well being. 
+ Zach is being a helpful friend to Alex by picking him up from school and exercising 
   with him while he’s in recovery. 
- When Hannah invited herself to reach out about her fear of a stalker, her mom brushed 
   it off. 
+ Chloe reaches out to Jessica about the “rumor” to make sure everything is okay even 
   though the information is false. 

Challenge
+ Clay challenges himslef to follow Skye 
   after their arguement. He knows she 
   struggles with her mental health. 
+ Courtney challenges herself to be honest 
   about her sexuality.

Empower
+ Courtney had a crush on Hannah. When
  she feels rejected, Hannah tries to lift her up 
  instead of putting her down. 
+ The counselor, Mr. Porter, suggest rejoining  
the cheer team to Sheri, who is struggling with 
guilt of the car accident last season. 

Resources
+ benice. org       + Suicide Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-8255  

+ Crisis Prevention Textline 741741        + http://www.13reasonswhy.info/
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